
 

1. Remove radio to gain access to the rear connectors. Be careful not to break the mounting clips
on the radio trim bezel. Please see pictures above for reference.
2. Unplug the radio connector, USB and mini USB from radio.
3. Plug the male power connector to the harness provided in this kit. Please note that the CUE
system will have a 16-pin connector and the MyLink System will have a 10-pin connector. A
harness for each system is included in the kit.
4. Plug the 6-pin Molex connector of the harness being used to the CAN box included in the kit.
5. Plug male mini USB connector from the vehicle into the female mini USB port of the LVDS
cable provided.
6. Plug the male mini USB of the LVDS cable to the radio.
7. Reconnect the USB and any other connector that was unplugged during removal of the radio.
8. Plug the audio 3.5mm Aux Cable into the interface and route to the vehicle’s OE Aux input
jack.



jack.
9. Install the camera (not included) to the rear of the vehicle and run the cable towards the
interface location.
10. Plug the camera RCA connector to the red RCA of the video harness.
11. Use the green wire from the CAN Box power harness to power the camera.
12. Use the two extra video inputs and audio cable to connect other AV sources.
13. Test the system for functionality before reinstalling the radio. Put the vehicle in reverse and
verify that the camera image is seen on the screen. For touch screen radios, press and hold
anywhere on the screen for 3 seconds to toggle between the AV inputs. For non-touch screen
radios, press the MENU button to toggle between AV inputs.
14. Reverse the order of installation to put back the radio and all the trim.
DIP SWITCHES


To toggle to Smartphone Connectivity mode (i.e. Android Auto), press the MENU button on the
radio.
1. SCREEN CALIBRATION The screen needs to be calibrated to the GM8APMOD after it is
installed for the first time.
Please see calibration steps below:
 

ANDROID SMARTPHONE CONNECTION
To use Android Auto and dual controlled Android Mirroring, please follow the steps below:
 






AUDIO:
To get the audio from the Android device, pair the phone to the vehicle’s Bluetooth or connect
the phone’s AUX output to the vehicle’s AUX input for sound to come from the OE speakers.
NOTE: When using full phone mirroring two-way control feature, make sure to enable
“Onscreen Navigation” (HOME and BACK) keys in case they are not active.
 
SIDE BUTTONS ON THE MODULE
The 3 buttons on the side of the interface is used to fine tune the picture display (MENU, +, -).
When the MENU button is pressed, the OSD strings will pop up on the screen. Pressing the +/-
will change the settings.
CONTRAST Adjust contrast of Navigation screen
BRIGHTNESS Adjust brightness of Navigation screen
SATURATION Adjust color saturation POSITION H Adjust horizontal position
POSITION V Adjust vertical position IR.
AV1 Set IR code for AV1 (if applicable) IR.
AV2 Set IR code for AV2 (if applicable)
Guide-L No Function Guide-R No Function
Guide-Control Set to OFF
H-Size Adjust screen horizontal size
V-Size Adjust screen vertical size


